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Packet I.txt- Written by
Tossups
1. An important value in models of this phenomenon occurs when the slope of the intensive form of the
production function is equal to the slope of break-even investment. This phenomenon is the primary
subject of the overlapping generations model, which contrasts with the infinitely-lived model named for
Ramsey, Cass, and Koopmans. The savings rate is (*) exogenous in the most famous model of this
phenomenon, which explains the per-capita variety of this phenomenon with changes in technology--that model
is named for Solow and Swann. The IMF has recently pushed policies that promote the “inclusive” variety of
this phenomenon, and this phenomenon is negative during recessions. For ten points, name this phenomenon
where the size of the economy increases.
Answer: economic growth
2. One pope with this regnal name was accused of having built a Brazen head that answered yes or no
questions and having made a pact with the demoness named Meridiana. That pope with this regnal name
reintroduced the armillary sphere and the abacus as well as Arabic numerals to Europe. One character
with this name first appeared in the short “Life with feathers” and has died more than any other
character in (*) Looney Tunes. In one short, that character with this name is sent to hell and encouraged by a
demonic bulldog to keep pursuing one of that character’s rivals. That star of the short “Satan’s Waitin’”with this
name often declares “Sufferin’ Succotash!” and is the most common subject of the phrase “I taught I taw a
Puddy Tat.” For 10 points give this name of a Cat in Looney Tunes who often chases Tweety Bird.
ANSWER: Sylvester (or Sylvester J. Pussycat Sr, Sylvester the Cat, or Sylvester II)
3. The mayor of this city allegedly said “fuck you, Karen” during negotiations with the head of its
teachers union, Karen Lewis, during a strike. The influential Alderman Ed Burke was recently convicted
of corruption in this city. This city’s State’s Attorney, Anita Alvarez, lost a Democratic primary after
mishandling the prosecution of Officer Jason Van Dyke, who was eventually convicted of the murder of
LaQuan McDonald. This city’s mayoral election will be decided in an upcoming runoff between Toni
Preckwinkle and Lori (*) Lightfoot. Bill Daley, the descendant of two mayors of this city, failed to make that
runoff. This city’s mayor, Rahm Emanuel, faced controversy for closing schools on this city’s predominantly
black South and West sides. For 10 points, name this city where the Barack Obama Presidential Library is under
construction near the shore of Lake Michigan.
ANSWER: Chicago
4. In game 1 of a playoff series against this team, Derrick Rose tore his ACL and his first seeded team was
upset by this team as the eighth seed. After hitting a shot in overtime of an NBA finals game 1, a player
from this team stepped over Tyronn Lue. while another A player from this team was nicknamed the
“Boston Stranger” for his success against the Celtics in the 1980s. This team lost the  (*)1982 NBA Finals
to the Los Angeles Lakers which would be rematched in the 2001 NBA Finals. This team was led from 1983 to
1986 by Moses Malone and from 2004 until 2012 by Andrej Igoudala. For 10 points, name this NBA team led
in the early 00’s by Allen Iverson and is seemingly successfully completing “the process”.
ANSWER: Philadelphia 76ers [accept either underlined portion]
5. One newspaper seen in the background in this film has the headline “meteor hits Mexico with the force
of a nuke”. In this film, a character knocks a toy off a shelf shortly after drawing a rocket ship on the
floor in chalk. The only song used in this movie is Neil Young’s Harvest Moon, which is played from an
iPod. In this movie, a character knocks a lamp over during a game of (*) Monopoly, setting fire to the floor.
In one scene in this film, two characters triumphantly shout while a waterfall masks their noise. After stepping
on a loose nail in this movie, Emily Blunt’s character is forced to give birth while being stalked by an eyeless

monster. For 10 points, name this movie in which a family is hunted by sound-sensitive monsters, directed by
John Krasinski.
ANSWER: A Quiet Place
6. These molecules are created in a reaction that is catalyzed by tris-amido-molybdenum. The base
catalyzed Fritsch-Buttenberg-Wiechell rearrangement produces one of these molecules, and is the second
step in a process whose first step reacts carbon tetrabromide and a triphenylphosphine with an aldehyde.
That overall reaction to form these molecules is the (*) Corey-Fuchs reaction. A reaction of these molecules
uses a lead-poisoned catalyst of palladium deposited on calcium carbonate to perform an incomplete reduction
reaction. Lindlar’s catalyst can convert these molecules into alkenes. For 10 points, name these organic
chemicals, such as acetylene, that consists of a carbon-carbon triple bond.
ANSWER: alkyne
7. During this conflict, Lakshmibai, the Rani of Jhansi was killed during an attack on Gwalior. One
leader during this event was given the title of “Lord Governor General” for proving themselves a
superior leader to Mizra Zahiruddin, that leader during this event was Bakht Khan. It’s not the Crimean
War, but during this conflict the officer James Neill perpetrated several massacres of civilians after the
siege of (*) Kanpur. During this event, one politician received the derogatory nickname “Clemency Canning”
for ordering his side’s forces to practice restraint. Bahadur Shah Zafar was tried for treason and exiled to
Rangoon as a result of this conflict. Spurred by rumours about the type of grease used in Enfield Rifle
cartridges, for 10 points name this uprising that led to the creation of the British Raj.
ANSWER: The First War of Independence (or the Sepoy Mutiny, Indian Mutiny, Indian Rebellion of
1857, Great Revolt, Great Rebellion, Great Revolution, Indian Freedom Struggle, accept anything that
specifies a rising in India in 1857, accept anything mentioning a conflict surrounding the Sepoys, accept
anything that specifies an Indian War of Independence, prompt on anything that specifies a conflict in India)
8. The ninth episode of season one of Dilbert is titled for this theory. A disgruntled salesman named
Chappy educates Hank about this theory in one episode of King of the Hill. In Futurama, Yancy Fry Sr.
believes that his son disappeared due to this theoretical event. A Family Guy episode about this theoretical
event features the Griffins founding New Quahog (*) at the site of a Twinkie factory. The 10th Treehouse of
Horror episode features Homer causing this event in the segment “Life’s a Glitch, and Then You Die”. The first
X-Files episode in which Mulder and Scully (romantically) kiss was inspired by this theoretical event, and that
episode served as a crossover/closure episode for another series, Millennium. For 10 points, name this event, that
did in fact happen to several (albeit unimportant) computers approximately 19 years ago.
ANSWER: Year 2000 problem, or Y2K problem, or the Millennium bug, or the Y2K bug, or Y2K (prompt
on “apocalypse” or equivalents; prompt on answers involving Dec. 31st 1999-Jan 1st 2000/Millennium New
Years/just general descriptions of the date)
9. This author described “the ancient war between obsession and responsibility” in one work. Odysseus is
described as an “adulterer hearing Nausicaa’s name in every gull’s outcry” in a poem by this author who
also described an animal as a “colonel of carrion” in a different work. This author dubbed Hawkins,
Raleigh, and Drake as “ancestral murderers and poets” in a work that declares (*) “The classics can
console. But not enough”. This poet pronounced “A smell of dead limes quickens in the nose” in “Ruins of a
Great House” and also wrote “Sea Grapes”. Ma Kilman runs the No Pain Cafe in a work by this author who also
wrote a play featuring Felix Hobain. This author, who asked “How can I turn from Africa and live?”, wrote the
play Dream on Monkey Mountain. For 10 points, identify this Saint Lucian poet of “A Far Cry From Africa”
and Omeros.
ANSWER: Derek [Alton] Walcott
10. This person allegedly flew their Learjet up to Nova Scotia to see a total solar eclipse. Dick Ebersol
discovered this person’s identity by bidding $50,000 at a charity auction in Martha’s Vineyard. This

person has been known to hang out with underworld spies and the wives of close friends. Proposed
identities for this person include the ex-husband of their most prominent critic, James Taylor, though (*)
Warren Beatty has publicly claimed that this person is him. This person “walked into a party” like they were
“walking onto a yacht” and wears an apricot-coloured scarf. For 10 points, name this person, the subject of a
song by Carly Simon who probably thinks that song is about them.
ANSWER: The subject of “You’re So Vain” (accept equivalents, prompt on “you”)
11. A wavy marble plaque by this artist has two golden cherubs supporting a cross and the portrait of a
nun from Chios. An unfinished work by this artist shows a naked woman holding a sun-shaped disk
sitting below a draped cloth and is called Truth Revealed by Time. One work which is often appreciated
from multiple angles despite this artist’s intentions depicts a nymph turning into a (*) tree as she is chased
by the god Apollo.  Another of their sculptures depicts a reclining god holding an oar while another sits on a pile
of coins, both surrounding a massive obelisk. In another of this sculptor’s works an angel points a spear at the
title nun as she reclines below many bronze rays. For ten points, name this sculptor of The Ecstasy of Saint
Teresa.
ANSWER: Gian Lorenzo Bernini <AF>
12. In 1990, Wu-Yi Hsiang gave an incomplete proof of a problem posed by this person, a problem which
the Fejes Toth family had also worked on. This person names the right triangle whose sides are in the
ratio of one to square root of the golden ratio to the golden ratio. The number pi divided by the quantity
three times the square root of two, around 74 percent, is the highest value possible in a conjecture named
for this scientist, which states that (*) face-centered cubics is the densest method for packing spheres. A
spacecraft named for this scientist was retired in October 2018 whose main purpose was to detect extrasolar
planets. For 10 points, name this scientist whose used observations by Tycho Brahe to develop his three laws of
planetary motion. .
ANSWER: Johannes Kepler
13. After joining one team, this athlete caused controversy after refusing to change his jersey number to
honour the unofficial retirement of Wayne Maki’s number. In 1994, Mike Modano was dropped off a
stretcher by an EMT after this player delivered Modano a concussion. In 2012, this athlete filed a
multi-million dollar grievance against one of his former teams. Fans were unhappy when this player took
over his team’s captaincy from (*) Trevor Linden. This player is the namesake of the NHL’s current
Leadership Award. This athlete has the third most all-time career points for any NHL player. For 10 points,
name this NHL player who captained Stanley Cup winning teams in 1990 and 1994.
ANSWER: Mark Messier
14. Historian Hugh Kennedy stated that this battle marked the end of the ghanima economy in Spain.
This battle is known by one side that participated in it as the “Highway of the Martyrs.” Alessandro
Barbero declared that this battle was not an invasion, but merely an attempt to raid the (*) Abbey of St.
Martin nearby. Historian Edward Shepherd Creasy put this battle between The Catalaunian Plains and the Battle
of Hastings in his “Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World,” and declared that it “gave a decisive check to the
career of Arab conquest in Western Europe.” For 10 points, Charles Martel received the epithet “The Hammer”
for victory over the Umayyads in which battle in southern France?
ANSWER: The Battle of Tours (Or Poitiers)
15. After shooting a crawling man in this movie, one character yells “give him a drink of water God damn
it”. One character in this movie is ambushed at a barber’s after violating a town ordinance banning
firearms and is named “English Bob”. This film was dedicated to Sergio Leone and Don Siegel, who had
previously cast this film’s director in several (*) Westerns. In this movie one character is displayed in a coffin
on a saloon porch after being whipped to death by the town sheriff. That sheriff is killed by William Munny

before he can finish building his house and is played by Gene Hackman. For 10 points, name this Western about
an old gunfighter coming out of retirement, directed by and starring Clint Eastwood.
ANSWER: Unforgiven
16. A poem in this language includes the sections “White Ships” and “Crucifixion”. A work in this
language attacks the greatest authors of this language, saying they should be thrown off the Ship of
Modernity, and deserve only a coin in the river. This language was used to write “A Slap in the Face of
Public Taste”, as well as a work whose prose opening has a woman asking (*) “But can you describe this?”
This language was used to write a “Symbolist triptych” that states “I am ready for Death”, and whose second
section includes ellipses and blank lines as a callback to an earlier work in this language. Mayakovsky wrote in
this language, which was also used for “Poem Without a Hero” and “Requiem”. For 10 points, what language
was used by Anna Akhmatova, who paid homage to the earlier Eugene Onegin?
ANSWER: Russian
17. One description of this work stated that “it made us yell at strangers on the street”. Other critics of
this work also indicated that its marketing campaign utilised a “tasteless spoof” of A Handmaid’s Tale,
and Village Voice indicated that “we’re lying if we grown-ups try to pretend that this one’s not on us.”
Vox described this movie as “a waste of time, resources, and a bunch of comedians’ voices”. With a
whopping 6% on Rotten Tomatoes (*), this movie was described as “the worst reviewed movie of all time”, as
reviews also stated that the movie teaches children “that true happiness is always just an app away”. IndieWire
described this movie as a “hyperactive piece of corporate propaganda” where “Sir Patrick Stewart voices a
living turd”. For 10 points, name this 2017 animated movie that some critics described with only an appropriate
“upside-down face”.
ANSWER: The Emoji Movie
18. In “The Thought” Frege argues that this thing is a property which sui generis and irreducible while
explaining that logic is the study of the laws of this concept just as aesthetics is the study of the laws of
beauty. Tarski’s undefinability theorem states that for a given formal system no definition of this concept
can be given within the system. Modern accounts of this concept are often deflationary and opposed to
(*) correspondence theories, which define this concept as a relation with reality. Knowledge was long defined
as justified belief with this property which also names tables invented by Wittgenstein for use in elementary
logic. For ten points name this property possessed by facts and which is the opposite of falseness.
ANSWER: Truth (accept the true, trueness, or any clear equivalent) <AF>
19. The writer of this song was sued by Gordon Jenkins for this song’s similarities to a Jenkins song set in
Crescent City. Due to the assassination of Robert Kennedy, a remixed version of this song was released
where a line about a murder was removed. When this song was first released as a single, the song “So
Doggone Lonesome” appeared as its B-Side. This song precedes “Dark as the Dungeon” on a (*) live
album on which it appears. During this song, the speaker imagines people in a “fancy dining car” who are
“probably drinkin' coffee And smokin' big cigars.” In a live recording of this song performed in its title location,
the crowd cheers after the line “I shot a man in Reno just to watch him die.” For 10 points give this song written
by Johnny Cash about a penal institution in California.
ANSWER: “Folsom Prison Blues”
20. Koraud the high elf, who stands beside a flower girl in New Dalaran in World of Warcraft, is a
reference to this character. In a movie appearance, this character becomes the adoptive father of an
orphan named Denzel who is infected with Geostigma. That appearance was as the main character of a
movie subtitled Advent Children. This character lies comatose as Zack Fair is gunned down by goons from
the (*) Shinra company. This main character works alongside their allies Barret Wallace and Tifa Lockhart.
This character was the first to wield an oversized blade known as the “Buster Sword.” Aerith dies in this

character’s arms, and this character and their allies later defeat her murderer Sephiroth. For 10 points name this
blond spikey haired protagonist of Final Fantasy VII.
ANSWER: Cloud Strife (or Kuraudo Sutoraifu)
Bonuses
1. Answer the following about athletic sibling pairs, for 10 points each:
[10] British Olympic medalists Jonathan Brownlee and Alastair Brownlee for this event were the source of a
viral video at the 2016 World Series, also for this event. Simon Whitfield is a two-time Canadian Olympic
medalist in this event.
ANSWER: triathlon
[10] The 2016 Lou Marsh award for Canada’s best athlete was won by one of these siblings. Another one of
these siblings is a 6 foot 7 NHL defenseman for the Dallas Stars.
ANSWER: (Penny and Jamie) Oleksiak
[10] Bronte and Cate Campbell are Olympic swimmers from this country who won a gold medal together in a
relay race. This country hosted the summer Olympics in 1956 and 2000.
ANSWER: Australia
2. Answer some questions about the Nicomachean Ethics, for 10 points each:
[10] The Nicomachean Ethics is a work by this philosopher and student of Plato. The Metaphysics, and the
Poetics are other works attributed to this Stagirite.
ANSWER: Aristotle
[10] Aristotle claimed that this thing, often translated as “characteristic activity” or “function”, for a flutist was
playing the flute and that this thing for humans is acting rationally.
ANSWER: Ergon
[10] Aristotle emphasizes the importance of not just being virtuous, but acting virtuously, which he does so by
saying that you cannot win this sporting contest without playing in the games.
ANSWER: Olympics (accept Olympic Games) <AF>
3. Clusters of iron and this element form catalytic cores in enzymes in redox reactions such as the coenzyme
Q-cytochrome c reductase, also known as complex III of the electron transport chain. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this element. The antioxidant glutathione contains one atom of this element.
ANSWER: sulfur
[10] The sulfur containing aconitase is the first enzyme in this biological pathway, which produces the majority
of the NADH required for the mitochondrial electron transport chain. This cycle takes the product of glycolysis.
ANSWER: Krebs cycle [or tricarboxylic acid cycle or citric acid cycle]
[10] This sulfur containing, non-proteinogenic amino acid is the final step of the methionine cycle, where
methionine synthase, a folate catalyzed enzyme, converts it back to methionine.
ANSWER: homocysteine
4. In one song, Adina Howard says that she will be this type of person “until the day, until the dawn”. For 10
points each,
[10] Name this word that one bhangra-influenced song stating “Now people gather round/Now people jump
around” tells the listener to get “on”.
ANSWER: freak
[10] “Get Ur Freak On” is by this rapper of “One Minute Man” and “Hot Boyz”. Nicknamed “Misdemeanor”,
she first broke through with her solo album Supa Dupa Fly.
ANSWER: Missy Elliot
[10] Missy Elliott was originally a member of this R&B group. Though receiving positive reviews for songs like
“Feel Your Lips” and “Brand New”, their debut album was shelved due to lack of sales.
ANSWER: Sista

5. Answer some questions about alien invasions in video games, For 10 points each:
[10] In Half-Life 2, this alien government defeated all the nations of earth in seven hours and proceeded to set
up an oppressive government. Dr. Wallace Breen was appointed to help administer earth for this group of aliens.
ANSWER: The Combine (or Our Benefactors, The Universal Union, or the CMB)
[10] The vortex aliens are the villains of the first two games in this series. In the second game of this series, the
Vortex Queen follows the title character back to earth.
ANSWER: Ecco the Dolphin
[10] Master Chief fights against the Covenant’s attempts to invade earth in this video game series. In the third
game in this series, the Covenant is defeated after their attempts to attack Earth itself.
ANSWER: Halo
6. This krai was formed in 2007 by the merger of an eponymous oblast and the Koryak Autonomous Okrug. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this 2nd easternmost federal subject of Russia, named after the prominent peninsula which it
comprises, which separates the Sea of Okhotsk from the Bering Sea.
ANSWER: Kamchatka Krai
[10] The capital of Kamchatka Krai is near Russia’s largest submarine base in Vilyuchinsk. Like many places in
Russia, that city is named after these two saints, whose shared feast day marks the end of the Apostles’ Fast in
Orthodoxy.
ANSWER: St. Peter and St. Paul
[10] The geography of Kamchatka Krai is characterized by its location within this broad geological region of
high volcanic activity around the perimeter of the Pacific. It shares its name with a Johnny Cash song.
ANSWER: Ring of Fire
7. Answer some questions about everyone’s favorite interwar serial-influenced film aesthetic, dieselpunk. For 10
points each:
[10] This Marvel movie is often described as dieselpunk, featuring futuristic laser weapons created by a secret
Nazi program. In this film, Steve Rogers crashes the bomb-laden plane of Red Skull.
ANSWER: Captain America: The First Avenger
[10] In this 1991 dieselpunk film, a stunt pilot accidentally stumbles upon Howard Hughes’ rocket pack
prototype and uses it to rescue his girlfriend from Nazi agents.
ANSWER: The Rocketeer
[10] This 2004 film was one of the first to be shot entirely on a digital backlot. It features Jude Law as the title
aviator who fights the robots of the deceased Dr. Totenkopf, in turn played by a long-deceased Laurence Olivier.
ANSWER: Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow
8. This work attacks “vegetable elites” and repeats the word “screenplay” seven times. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this modernist statement whose title idea is credited with transforming taboo into totem. This
Oswald de Andrade text is unfortunately best known for the punning “Tupi or not tupi, that is the question”.
ANSWER: The Cannibal Manifesto
[10] Oswald de Andrade is an author from this Portuguese-speaking South American country, also home to
Clarice Lispector and Machado de Asis.
ANSWER: Brazil
[10] This Brazilian author wrote about a fight over the fertile Sequiero Grande forest in The Violent Land, but is
better known for Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands, and Gabriela, Clove, and Cinnamon.
ANSWER: Jorge Amado
9. In the first appearance of this group, they come across the last survivor of a trans-dimensional clash with a
group of metahumans reminiscent of the Justice League. For 10 points each,

[10] Name this genre-exploring superhero group with members like the Drummer and Jakita Wagner, created by
Warren Ellis and John Cassaday.
ANSWER: Planetary
[10] This most recent recruit to Planetary has the ability to manipulate cold temperature. Upon the return of his
memories, he realizes he is in fact the mysterious fourth member funding Planetary’s missions.
ANSWER: Elijah Snow (accept either underlined)
[10] Planetary’s primary antagonists are a group of astronauts returned from space with superhuman powers, a
reference to this Marvel group with members Reed Richards, Sue Storm, the Human Torch, and the Thing.
ANSWER: The Fantastic Four
10. This type of person was the subject of the question “Am I not a man and a brother?” For 10 points each:
[10] Harriet Tubman led thirteen expeditions to help this type of person.
ANSWER: Slaves
[10] This person was known as the “Father of the Underground Railroad” and published an account called The
Underground Railroad Records. This person met his long lost brother Peter while aiding him in escaping
slavery.
ANSWER: William Still
[10] This freed slave wrote and published a namesake 1845 Narrative of his Life while living in Lynn,
Massachusetts. This man delivered the speeches “What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?,” and “The Hypocrisy
of American Slavery.”
ANSWER: Frederick Douglass (or Frederick Johnson, Frederick Stanley, very reluctantly accept Frederick
Augustus Washington Bailey)
11. The singer of this song asks “how long must we sing this song?” For 10 points each,
[10] Name this song about a 1972 massacre during The Troubles, in which the singer declares “I can’t believe
the news today”.
ANSWER: “Sunday, Bloody Sunday”
[10] “Sunday, Bloody Sunday” is on this 1983 post-punk album. This heavily political album brought its band
mainstream success with singles like “New Year’s Day” and “Two Hearts Beat As One”.
ANSWER: War
[10] War i s by this Bono-fronted Irish band. They later abandoned their harder sound with hits like “Where the
Streets Have No Name” and “Beautiful Day”.
ANSWER: U2
12. If you build it they will come. If you build it strangely, they will still apparently come. For 10 points each,
answer some questions about some funky fields.
[10] Until 2016 Minute Maid Park in Houston had this strange feature in center field. Sometimes macabre-ly
referred to as the “grassy knoll”, this landscaping feature was inspired by a similar one in Crosley field.
ANSWER: Tal’s Hill
[10] Minute Maid Park, unusually, had a flag pole in fair territory, as did the home field of this team until the
1970’s. Until 2009, this team played in a stadium colloquially known as “The House Ruth Built” in reference to
their icon, Babe Ruth.
ANSWER: New York Yankees (prompt on New York”)
[10] Perhaps the most famous ballpark oddity is the 37-foot green wall in the left field of this Boston diamond.
ANSWER: Fenway Park <AF>
13. These figures were given the names Clotho, Atropos, and Lachesis. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify these figures, who got drunk, giving Admetus the ability to let someone else die in his stead.
ANSWER: the Fates [or “moirai”]
[10] This god, the twin brother of Artemis, got the Fates drunk. This god of music also served Admetus as a
herdsman as punishment for killing the Cyclopes.

ANSWER: Apollo
[10] This loyal wife of Admetus died to keep him alive. Heracles wrestles Death to bring this figure back to life,
as depicted in a Euripides play titled after her.
ANSWER: Alcestis
14. This person names a law that states the frictional force is proportional to the applied law and another law
that states the frictional force is independent of the contact area. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this scientist whose observations of gas pressure increases with temperature led to the formulation of
Guy-Lussac’s law.
ANSWER: Guillaume Amontons [final s is silent]
[10] Amontons’ third law is alternatively named for this other scientist, who also named a law in electrostatics
that states the electric force between two objects is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
their charges.
ANSWER: Charles-Augustin de Coulomb
[10] These imperfections along the surfaces of objects that touch causes the coefficient of static friction to be
higher than that of the coefficient of kinetic friction.
ANSWER: asperity
15. You maniacs! You wrote a bonus on Charlton Heston’s sci-fi roles! Damn you! Damn you all to hell! For 10
points each,
[10] Charlton Heston despairingly shouted at the crumbling Statue of Liberty in this film about a world where
simians have enslaved humans.
ANSWER: Planet of the Apes
[10] In this 1973 dystopian film Heston plays a detective who discovers that the title food product is made from
human remains. At this movie’s end Heston is taken away on a stretcher shouting that this title thing “is
people!”.
ANSWER: Soylent Green
[10] Less well-remembered is this 1971 Heston-starring adaptation of Richard Matheson’s “I Am Legend”. This
blaxploitation-adjacent vampire apocalypse film is noted for featuring one of cinema’s first interracial kisses.
ANSWER: The Omega Man
16. This world leader controversially married Ruth Williams in 1948. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this world leader who was succeeded by Quett Masire upon their death in 1980.
ANSWER: Sir Seretse Goitsebeng Maphiri Khama (or Seretse Khama)
[10] Seretse Khama served this African nation as its first president. This nation was formerly known as The
Bechuanaland Protectorate before its independence.
ANSWER: Botswana
[10] Seretse Khama’s interracial marriage to Ruth Williams alarmed the apartheid government of this Botswana
neighbour. This dominion would later become a republic in 1961.
ANSWER: The Union of South Africa
17. This duo, in maybe a surprising move, provided the voice work for the main characters of LittleBigPlanet3.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this comedic British double act, mostly active in the 80s and 90s. The pair were introduced through
their mutual friend, Emma Thompson.
ANSWER: Stephen Fry and Hugh Laurie
[10] Fry and Laurie are best known for their eponymous sketch comedy show and this other series, in which the
two portray classic characters from a P.G. Wodehouse series.
ANSWER: Jeeves and Wooster
[10] Fry and Laurie have appeared in the “Third” and “Biggest” of this long-running series of benefit shows,
staged by Amnesty International. The US had its first of these shows in 2012.

ANSWER: The Secret Policeman’s Ball
18. This poet recalled how “everyone and I stopped breathing” when Billie Holiday sang. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this poet of “The Day Lady Died” and “Having a Coke With You”, both of which were included in
their collection Lunch Poems.
ANSWER: [Francis Russell] “Frank” O’Hara
[10] Frank O’Hara was a member of a school of poetry named after this city. The African-American Harlem
Renaissance occurred in this city, and included lesbian blues singer Gladys Bentley, and poet Langston Hughes.
ANSWER: New York City
[10] This other poet included “Sleepless City (Brooklyn Bridge Nocturne)” and “The King of Harlem” in their
collection A Poet in New York. This non-English poet also wrote the collections Gypsy Ballads and Sonnets of
Dark Love.
ANSWER: Federico [del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús] García Lorca
19. This character is the former bodyguard to Jessamine Kaldwin. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character who is branded with the mark of the outsider and performs missions for the Loyalist
Bloc.
ANSWER: Corvo Attano
[10] Corvo Attano is the protagonist of this 2012 first person stealth game. This game was developed by Arkane
Studios and published by Bethesda Softworks.
ANSWER: Dishonored
[10] Dishonored takes place in this industrial island city. This plague-infested city’s design was based on
Victorian London and Edinburgh.
ANSWER: Dunwall
20. Some scholars have suggested that Alexander Borodin’s second piece in this genre is a 20th anniversary gift
to his wife. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this genre, other examples of which include a work that Dvorak composed in Spillville, Iowa shortly
after completing the New World Symphony.
Answer: string quartet
[10] This San Francisco-based string quartet has had over 900 works commissioned for them over its 40-year
history. This quartet also performed the soundtrack for Requiem for a Dream.
Answer: Kronos quartet
[10] Another film score performed by the Kronos quartet was for this composer’s score to the 1931 film
Dracula. This minimalist composer also wrote Einstein on the Beach.
Answer: Philip Glass

